SurCal+

™

Without proper soil
structure or the use of a
surfactant, water flow is
concentrated within the
macropores.

SurCal+ helps water
better reach the
micropores, where root
hairs uptake critical
nutrients for strong
growth.

Sod growers frequently encounter two types of
soilconstruction problems: soils that are “dispersed,”
that is, allow too much water, essentially drowning
the roots –or soils that are “compacted,” keeping
water out of the micropores where nutrients are
taken up.
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Calcium has been proven to be an essential ingredient to building “flocculated”- or properly structured
soil -for maintaining critical micropore spaces for
root development and nutrient uptake.
SurCal+ adds an important surfactant to carry the
Calcium where it is most needed, while also lowering
surface tension for better water movement.
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SurCal+
Guaranteed Analysis
Calcium (Ca) ............................................................ 10.00%

ALSO CONTAINS NON-PLANT FOOD INGREDIENT
Nonionic Surfactant ................................................... 0.50%

HAZARDS:

APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS:

Causes serious eye irritation.

PRECAUTIONS:

2.5 Gallons (9.46L)

WARNING

Wash skin thoroughly after handling.
Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
IF IN EYES: Rinse continuously with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses if present and easy to do continue rinsing and get medical
advice/attention.

NOTICE TO BUYER:

This product is intended for uses as a professional plant food only. Users
must exercise all due professional judgment and caution when applying the
product under their own particular growing conditions.

Limitations of Warranty and Liability:

Gulf Coast Organic and any other seller, warrants only that this product
conforms to the chemical description on the product label. No other warranty,
express or implied, as to the merchantability, fitness for a particular use, or
otherwise shall apply. Purchaser’s exclusive remedy for loss or damage
related to the purchase and/or use of this product shall be limited to the
refund of the purchase price only. By using this product, you are deemed to
have accepted the terms of this notice.

SurCal+ can be soil or foliar applied. It may be tank mixed with other fertilizers
or agricultural chemicals after conducting a jar test for compatibility.
SOIL SPRAY APPLICATION- Apply one quart of SurCal+ to one gallon of water.

IMPORTANT: Do not mix with phosphates, Rinse equipment well
before and after use.

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING
STORAGE INFORMATION:

SurCal+ should be stored in a dry-controlled
environment. Failure to follow storage guidelines may
lead to product degradation.
For Commercial Use Only.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN & PETS

Guaranteed by:

Lot #
FOR INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS PRODUCT,
Email info@gcogrows.com or call 251.952.GROW(4769)

10505A County Road 65 ~ Foley, AL 36535
www.gcogrows.com

